Size 10 squeezes our vagina

The textile industry is the second most contaminating on the planet. Do you really need to buy that item of clothing?

Don’t buy, recycle!

The most important love is loving yourself!

If love hurts it isn’t your size!

Your body, your opinion

If love hurts let it go

Love is not always heterosexual

You are already everything you need

Less clothes, more orgasms!
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Feeling good about yourself is true beauty

Happiness is not in a clothes shop

Love yourself!

You are beautiful no matter what you wear

Fill your heart, not your wardrobe!

Your size does not define who you are
The one size burst me!

Your body is your home, not your jail

Your body is real, beauty stereotypes are not

You are strong and courageous! Mirrors don’t tell you that

Love should bring happiness, not hurt
Beauty comes in all shapes and sizes

Break the bars of unrealistic standards of beauty

If you do not look like the model in this dress, it's because you're much better

Exchange clothes with friends instead of buying them